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A big challenge in current systems biology research arises when different types of data must be accessed from separate
sources and visualized using separate tools. The high cognitive load required to navigate such a workflow is detrimental to
hypothesis generation. Accordingly, there is a need for a robust research platform that incorporates all data and provides
integrated search, analysis, and visualization features through a single portal. Here, we present ePlant (http://bar.utoronto.ca/
eplant), a visual analytic tool for exploring multiple levels of Arabidopsis thaliana data through a zoomable user interface.
ePlant connects to several publicly available web services to download genome, proteome, interactome, transcriptome, and
3D molecular structure data for one or more genes or gene products of interest. Data are displayed with a set of visualization
tools that are presented using a conceptual hierarchy from big to small, and many of the tools combine information frommore
than one data type. We describe the development of ePlant in this article and present several examples illustrating its
integrative features for hypothesis generation. We also describe the process of deploying ePlant as an “app” on Araport.
Building on readily available web services, the code for ePlant is freely available for any other biological species research.

INTRODUCTION

Many data visualization tools have been created to provide visual
depictions of information that is normally not easily visible. Yet, to
explore complex phenomena at multiple levels of analysis using
existing tools, researchers must visit multiple websites, each
with their own user interface, data input requirements, methods
for organizing and categorizing information, and design language
for visualizing the particular layer of information that they were
created to display.

There are many connections between biological entities at
different levels of analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the depth and
complexity of the relationships between these levels. An in-
vestigation of seed development in Arabidopsis thaliana may
focus on one particular transcription factor gene, ABI3, but at
which level of analysis? Environmental factors can lead to DNA

polymorphisms being retained, leading to natural variation in
different populations at the level of protein sequences and
structures. Subtle variations at these levels can then affect
signaling and signal transduction cascades, protein interaction
networks, metabolism, subcellular localization, spatio-temporal
distribution, and ultimately phenotypic response across various
ecotypes.
A thorough investigation of ABI3 would require visiting Araport

(Krishnakumar et al., 2015) or TAIR (Berardini et al., 2015) for
annotation and sequence information, the BAR Arabidopsis
Interactions Viewer (Geisler-Lee et al., 2007) or BioGRID (Chatr-
Aryamontri et al., 2015) for protein-protein interactions, SUBA3
(Tanz et al., 2013) for subcellular localization information,
Phyre2 (Kelley et al., 2015) for 3Dmolecular models, Reactome
(Joshi-Tope et al., 2005) for signal, metabolic, and gene reg-
ulation pathway charts, and dozens of other sites, each dedi-
cated to their own particular layer of analysis.
It is difficult to develop hypotheses about complex processes

when the information is hard to assemble and laborious to in-
terpret.When researchersmust devote a portion of their cognitive
load to a computer interface instead of the subjects they are-
exploring, their train of thought will be disrupted and their
overall productivity will decrease (Ware, 2012). The effects of
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interruptions and distractions on cognitive productivity are well
described: information overload, increased stress, decreased
decision-making accuracy, and the narrowing of attention re-
sulting in the ability to process fewer information cues (Speier
et al., 2003). The systems biology research workflow could be
improvedwith the availability of an integrated software platform,
withwhat is known in the information visualization community as
a “transparent” user interface, i.e., an interface that “is so easy to
use that it all but disappears from consciousness” (Ware, 2012).

This project addresses these challenges by combining several
data visualization tools into the same interface, ordering them into
ahierarchyof scale andproviding zoom transitions and integrative
connections between the layers so users can explore multiple
levels of biological data in new ways (Figure 2). We postulate that
applying the principles of user-centered design to build an in-
tegrated visual analytic tool for exploring multiple levels of plant
data should improve the ability of researchers to extract

information from their data, identify connections between layers,
facilitatehypothesisgeneration, and,ultimately, promoteadeeper
understanding of biological processes and functioning.

RESULTS

We have developed a data integration software tool, ePlant, that
not only applies tailored visualizations to more than 10 data types
but also integrates data across at least 10 orders of magnitude,
from the kilometer scale (natural variation data) to the nanometer
scale (protein structure and sequence data), into one easy-to-use
interactive framework. We have developed ePlant based on
Arabidopsis data, and in this case it taps into >35 million gene
expression measurements, experimentally documented subcellular
localizations for 10,910 Arabidopsis proteins (with predictions for
most of the proteome), ;100,000 protein-protein and ;2.7 million
protein-DNA interactions, Phyre2-predicted structures covering

Figure 1. Connections between Biological Entities at Different Levels of Analysis.
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Figure 2. ePlant’s Module Viewers (Each Displaying Data for ABI3), Illustrating ePlant’s Hierarchy of Scale.

To see detail, view the online version. World eFP Viewer (A), Plant eFP Viewer (B), Tissue and Experiment eFP Viewer (C), Subcellular eFP Viewer (D),
ChromosomeViewer (E), InteractionViewer (F),MoleculeViewer (G), andSequenceViewer (H).High-resolution vector graphics areavailable formost views
(see example in Supplemental File 1). ePlant outputs are freely usable via an “open” license.
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23,091 gene products, and 6.19 million nonsynonymous single
nucleotidepolymorphisms (SNPs) fromthe1001Proteomeswebsite
(Supplemental Table 1). In addition, more than a dozen nucleotide-
resolutiondata types (including100gigabasesofRNA-seqdataused
to reannotate the Arabidopsis genome in the Araport 11 release) are
also available via Araport’s JBrowse instance that has been in-
corporated into ePlant. We have also created linkages across data
scales such that it is possible to ask questions such as, “Is there
a polymorphism that causes a nonsynonymous amino acid change
close to the DNA binding site of my favorite transcription factor?”

System Architecture and User Interface

ePlant isacollectionofprogramswrittenwithHTML,CSS,JavaScript,
and jQuery, bundled together within a custom zoomable user
interface (ZUI) framework (Figures 2 and 3A). It is HTML5 compliant
and runswithin awebbrowseronmost laptops,desktops, andsome
tablets.

ePlant was designed to support data fed dynamically fromweb
services. Upon entering a gene name, alias, or AGI ID in the gene
selection box in the upper left corner, a data loadingmanagement
script sendsqueries tomultiplewebservices (Supplemental Table
1) to retrievedata for eachof theePlantmodules.Dataare returned
asynchronously via AJAX so the program does not freeze while
waiting for data to download. Once everything that has been
requested has been returned, the data are passed to a function
that initializes each module’s viewer for each loaded gene.

The ePlant user interface has two main elements (Figure 3B): the
gene panel and navigation icons on the left and the module viewer
panel on the right. Foruserswhodonotknowwhichgene (or genes)
theywantto lookat, the“ExpressionAngler”buttonopensatool that
helps identify genes based on a user-defined expression pattern
(Austin et al., 2016), and the “Mutant Phenotype Selector” button
opens a tool that helps identify genes based on Lloyd andMeinke’s
mutant phenotype classification system (Lloyd and Meinke, 2012).
Both of these features are discussed later in this article.

Downloaded genes appear as rectangular bars in the gene
panel. The currently selected gene is colored green. A vertical
stack of icons for selecting the ePlant module to be viewed
separates the gene panel from the module viewer panel. The
viewers currently include Gene Information Viewer, Publication
Viewer, Heat Map Viewer, World eFP Viewer, Plant eFP Viewer,
TissueandExperiment eFPViewer,Cell eFPViewer,Chromosome
Viewer, Protein Interaction Viewer, Molecule Viewer, Sequence
Viewer, and Links to External Tools. Icons appear gray when
amodule is unavailable, turnblackonce thedata have loaded, and
are highlighted green when the module is active (i.e., has been
selected for viewing by the user).

Themoduleviewerpanel shows thecontentofwhicheverePlant
module is currently selected. A tabselector at the topof the screen
enables users to create multiple views. Beneath the tab selector,
a toolbar contains icons for controlling various features, such as
Session history, Screen grab, Zoom in/out, Absolute/relative
display,Compare genes, Filter data,Customcolor palette,Global/
local/custom color gradient, Get citation and experiment in-
formation, and Download raw data for the currently selected
view. A global options menu in the top right corner of the page
allows users to toggle Zoom transitions, Tooltips, and New user

information pop-ups on and off. There is also an option to Create
a custom URL that automatically restores the current session
upon sharing it with a colleague.
ZUIs take advantage of human spatial perception and memory

to display more information than could otherwise fit on a desktop
computer display. ZUIs have been shown to significantly improve
users’ability to find information acrossmultiple layers of data (Helt
et al., 2009; Bederson, 2010), and animated navigation transitions
have been shown to increase user task performance, even taking
into account the time of the transitions themselves (Klein and
Bederson, 2005). A custom ZUI framework was created to handle
zoom transitions between data visualization modules in ePlant.
These transitions do not attempt to map spatial and size rela-
tionships between the layers. Rather, theyproduce a “2.5Deffect”
to indicate a conceptual relationship between the layers.
The following ePlant module viewers are organized following

a hierarchy of scale from “big” to “small.”

Gene Information and Publications Viewer

TheGene InformationViewer (Figure 4A)provides top level access
to aliases, full name, description, computational description,
curator summary, location, andavisual representation of thegene
model structure with intron/exon information about the currently
selected gene. It also provides DNA and protein sequences.
Immediately beneath it, the Publications Viewer (Figure 4B) pro-
vides a list of publications and gene “reference into function”
records (GeneRIFs) about the currently selected gene, along with
links to the actual papers on PubMed. Both are powered by web
services from Araport (Krishnakumar et al., 2015). Thesemodules
are atypical for ePlant because they are primarily text based. They
were added after user testing feedback.

Heat Map Viewer

The Heat Map Viewer displays all the expression levels for all the
samples of all the genes that are loaded, along with the corre-
sponding subcellular localizations of their gene products in one
neatly formatted table. This view is near the top of the conceptual
hierarchy because it provides a Gestalt sense of the similarities or
differences of all the genes/gene products that are loaded. Table
cells that are colored red denote high expression levels (or high
levels of confidence in a protein’s subcellular localization), and
table cells that are colored yellowdenote low levels. TheHeatMap
Viewer provides an overview, but determining what sample a red
cell corresponds to requires extra mouse-over steps.
Figure 5 shows a heatmap of 25 genes that were identifiedwith

the Expression Angler tool for having similar expression patterns
as At3g24650 (ABI3). This can be quickly confirmed by scanning
the heat map to see if the red cells (which represent samples with
highexpression) aremostly aligned to thesamecolumnsor if there
are any obvious outliers. In this case, there are not.
When mapping expression levels across several genes, it is

important to clarify whether the color gradient should be de-
termined locally or globally. ePlant can map expression levels
locally,whichmeans thecolorgradient foreachview isdetermined
by theminimumandmaximumexpression levels of that view. This
canbeuseful tohelpdiscernagene’sexpressionpatterneven if its
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Figure 3. ePlant System Design and User Interface.

(A) ePlant system architecture.
(B) ePlant user interface showing the expression pattern of ABI3 with the Plant eFP Viewer. See detail in online version of figure.
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maximum expression level is significantly lower than other genes
being displayed. The “global” color gradient (default) is useful
for comparing gene expression levels, with the minimum and
maximumvalues determined by the lowest and highest expression

level of all the genes that havebeendownloaded. In Figure 5,which
uses the “global” color gradient setting, the maximum expression
level for ABI3 is 1249 in the stage 9 seeds (as noted in the mouse-
over tooltip). Its most similar coexpressed gene is At2g27380

Figure 4. ePlant Views Providing Information from Araport.

(A) ePlant Gene Information Viewer.
(B) ePlant Publications Viewer.

Figure 5. TheHeatMapViewer Showing 350+ Expression Level Samples for 25Genes Identifiedwith the Expression Angler for Having Similar Expression
Patterns to ABI3 (At3g24650).

The “global” color gradient is selected, making it easy to see the variability in the expression levels of the various genes.
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(EPR1) with a coexpression coefficient r value of 0.979 and
a maximum expression level of 8722 (also in the stage 9 seeds).
Since EPR1’s maximum expression level is nearly 7 times higher,
ABI3’s highest levels are lower on the color gradient; thus, the heat
map cells for the stage 9 seeds appear almost yellow. ePlant also
providesa “custom” color gradient setting sousers canmapcolors
to a user-defined threshold.

World eFP Viewer

TheWorldeFPViewer (Figure2A)displaysnatural variationofgene
expression levels from 34 ecotypes collected from different parts
of theworld but grown in a commonchamber (Lempe et al., 2005).
It draws pinmarkers (designed to look like a seedling because the
data were collected from seedlings) that are colored according to
the expression level for the selected gene for that given ecotype
and placed according to the geographic coordinates of their
sourceonaGoogleMaps imageof theworld.Climatedata (annual
precipitation, maximum temperature, and minimum temperature)
isalsoprojectedontothemapusingtheGoogleMapAPI raster layer
function. Combining ecotype expression data from theWeigel Lab
(Lempe et al., 2005) with climate data from theWorld Bank Climate
Portal (Harris et al., 2014) enables researchers to quickly see how
ecotypes might differ in response to their environments.

This is an update of a similar tool originally included with the
Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). The original version
used server-side image processing to draw a noninteractive chart,
with little concern for data visualization best practices such as
“details-on-demand” (Schneiderman, 1996) and “data/ink ratio”
(Tufte andGraves-Morris, 1983). A simple tasksuchas determining
whether ABI3 is up- or downregulated in arid climate regions took
considerable effort as the answer required processing information
from all over the screen. In the new version, this task can be an-
swered with a single glance.

Plant eFP Viewer

The Plant eFP viewer (Figures 2B and 3B) displays the selected
gene’s expression pattern by dynamically coloring the tissues of
a pictographic representation of a plant according to gene ex-
pression levels from multiple experiments. This visualization
method is known as an electronic fluorescent pictograph (eFP),
and it is a reimplementation of the developmental map view of
Arabidopsis eFP Browser by Winter et al. (2007).

Several new features have been added. For one, the chart has
been redrawn as an SVG image (a vector image instead of a bit-
map) and redundant black outlines have been omitted to improve
thedata/ink ratio (TufteandGraves-Morris, 1983).Also, sinceSVG
shapes can be filled with any color programmatically, it is now
possible to adjust color gradients on the fly without having to
redownload the image. This makes it possible to toggle between
absoluteand relativeviewswithalmostno latencybetweenscreen
updates. Finally, expression patterns for several dozen genes
occupy much less bandwidth than separate image files for each
gene. This makes it possible to switch between eFP images for
multiple genes at intervals of 150ms or faster, a technique known
as rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), discussed later in this
article.

Figures 2B and 3B show the spatio-temporal distribution of
ABI3 gene expression levels across the various developmental
stagesofArabidopsis basedondata fromSchmidet al. (2005) and
Nakabayashi et al. (2005).With a single glance, it is possible to see
that ABI3 has a narrow expression pattern that is limited to the
maturing seeds.

Tissue and Experiment eFP Viewer

TheTissueandExperimenteFPViewer (Figure6)providesdetail level
information about gene expression in individual tissues and the re-
sults of perturbation response experiments. The 22 views in this
ePlantmoduledisplay information for 640separate tissuesbasedon
1385 samples. Multiplying that by the 22,814 genes on the ATH1
array (RNA-seq data are available in the Sequence Viewer module)
produces a data set of 31,597,390 records into which each query
taps.This isanexampleofhowbigdatacanbeexploredwithasimple
graphical interface.
Many of the views in this module are based on supplemental

views that have been added since the original publication of the
Arabidopsis eFP Browser (Winter et al., 2007). They have been
updated in keeping with current data visualization best practices.
Three new features have been added. First, a vertical stack of
thumbnail imagesalong the left sideof thewindowprovidesavisual
method for selecting theactiveview.Second, the thumbnail images
can be sorted either alphabetically or by the maximum expression
level for eachof theviews,making it easy to identifywhich tissuesor
experimental conditions are associatedwith high expression levels
for the selected gene. Also, simply by glancing at the proportion of
red or yellow in the stack of thumbnail images (a visualization
techniquesometimesreferredtoas“smallmultiples”;Tufte,1990), it
is possible to get a Gestalt sense of the expression pattern for the
selected gene in various contexts without opening a single view
(e.g., “Does my gene of interest have a narrow or wide expression
pattern?”). Finally, the global color gradient option (discussed in the
HeatMapViewer section above) is especially useful herebecause it
enables viewers to compare spatio-temporal, tissue-specific, and
perturbation response expression levels all on the same scale (as in
Figure 6). The views represent separate experiments, but they are
easily comparable because the results are mapped to a common
scale.Thismakes itpossible toquicklyanswer thequestion,“Inwhich
tissue, and under what circumstance, doesmy gene of interest have
the highest expression”?
As with all the tools in ePlant, the raw data used to generate the

charts are available for download as a text file by clicking the
“DownloadRawData”buttonon the toolbar. Table1providesa list
of all the views available in the Experiment and Tissue eFP Viewer
along with their data sources.

Subcellular Localization eFP Viewer

TheSubcellular Localization eFPViewerdisplays thedocumented
and predicted localization of a gene product within the cell, with
a color gradient representing a confidence score that the selected
gene’s protein product is found in a given compartment. The data
for this module/view originate from SUBA3 database (Tanz et al.,
2013) via a web service hosted by the BAR.
Like the other eFP viewers in ePlant, the Subcellular eFP

Viewer is a reimplementation of an earlier tool by Winter et al.
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(2007), currently available as a standalone tool at the BAR
(http://bar.utoronto.ca/cell_efp/cgi-bin/cell_efp.cgi). As in the
original Cell eFP Browser, the numerical score used to compute
the shading of each compartment is calculated such that ex-
perimentally determined localizations receive a weighting 5 times

that of predicted localizations. Also, like the other eFP viewers in
ePlant, this updated version uses an SVG image to display the
data. One of the advantages of this approach not mentioned
previously is that this makes it possible to produce much higher
resolution images forpublicationpurposes than theoriginal viewer

Figure 6. Six of More Than 20 Views from the Tissue and Experiment eFP Viewer.

Each view displays expression levels forABI3with the “custom” color gradient setting, with red = 100 expression units: root (A), guard andmesophyll cells
(B), microgametogenesis (C), biotic stress:Pseudomonas syringae (D), abiotic stress (E), and pollen germination (F). Some views are truncated for display
here; see online version of the figure to be able to see detail. ePlant outputs for all viewsmay be downloaded as high-resolution vector graphic files and are
freely available for use by any researcher under an “open” license.
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could generate. Figure 7A shows a screen grab of the Subcellular
eFP view for ABI3, while Figure 7B demonstrates how the content
can be scaled without image degradation. An example SVG file
downloaded from thePlant eFPViewer forABI3hasbeen included
asSupplemental File 1. Such filesmaybeeasily used in any vector
graphics program to generate high-quality figures. ePlant outputs
are freely available under an “open” Creative Commons Attribu-
tion license (CC-BY version 4.0).

Chromosome Viewer

The Chromosome Viewer (Figure 2E) provides a pictographic
overview of the plant’s chromosomes as a series of vertical bars
with markers indicating the positions of all the genes that have
been downloaded. Spatial relationships within the genome can
sometimes indicate functional relationships (Chae et al., 2014;
Wisecaver et al., 2017). This viewer can be used to quickly de-
termine the physical location of coexpressed genes, for instance.

Clickingon thechromosomesopensamenu listingall thegenes
at the location that was selected. Since each chromosome
contains several thousand genes but the display panel height is
typically <700 pixels, each pixel represents the location of
several genes. This limits the practicality of using this feature as
a gene selection method. However, several users reported
during user testing that they appreciated how it conveys the
sheer number of genes in the genome. Clicking the “ther-
mometer” icon in the toolbar generates a heat map indicating

the density of geneswithin the chromosome. Thismakes it easy
to see if the selected gene is located in a gene-rich region. An
annotation tool (accessed by clicking the “pencil” icon) allows
users to adjust label colors and sizes in order to make custom
charts.

Protein and DNA Interaction Viewer

TheProtein andDNA Interaction viewer displays documented and
predicted protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and protein-DNA
interactions (PDIs) for the selected gene. It uses a node-link
charting method, in which the nodes represent proteins or DNA
sequences and the links represent interactions between these
elements (Figure 8A). This module is a reimplementation of the
Arabidopsis Interactions Viewer at the BAR (Geisler-Lee et al.,
2007). Several features have been added and the interface has
been modified to improve usability.
The design of the chart takes advantage of preattentive visual

processing (Healey andEnns, 2012) to help users exploremultiple
levels of data in the same window. DNA elements are drawn as
squares and have curved lines to indicate interactions with other
proteins. Protein elements are drawn as circles and have straight
lines to indicate interactions with other proteins. Interaction line
thickness is determined by the interaction confidence value. Line
colors are determined by the coexpression coefficient with
a yellow-to-red scale. Interactions that have been experimentally
determined are drawn with green lines, and clicking them opens
a window with the associated paper on PubMed. The borders of
protein nodes are colored according to where each protein is
localized within a cell. For instance, a blue border indicates
a protein that ismostly found in the nucleus, and an orange border
indicates aprotein that it ismostly found in the plasmamembrane.
This makes it possible to quickly answer the question, “Does my
gene of interest mostly interact with proteins in the same cell
compartment, or across several compartments”? DNA nodes
have black borders because subcellular localization data do not
apply to them.
The center color of each node changes from light gray to dark

gray when the data for that gene have been downloaded. This
makes it easy to see if a set of downloaded genes are also in-
teraction partners. Previously, answering this question would
require a multistep list collation process. It can now be done with
a glance, simply looking for multiple dark gray node centers.
Hovering over the various nodes will open a popup box with

annotation information for the gene and a “Get Data” button that
downloads all the data for that gene into ePlant. This makes it
possible to “surf” from one gene to another and explore ideas on
a whim. Researchers may not initially know which genes to load,
but loading one gene could take them on a journey that links to
a whole set of genes.
In Arabidopsis, interacting proteins have an average of

11 interacting partners (Geisler-Lee et al., 2007) but some genes,
such as At4g26840, have as many as 172. Drawing that many
nodes and links would produce a “hairball” that cannot be easily
deciphered. To accommodate these cases, we added a data
filtering function that permits users to hide interactions with
confidence or correlation values below a customizable threshold.

Table 1. Experimental and Tissue eFP Views and Data Sources

View Data Source

Abiotic stress Kilian et al. (2007)
Biotic stress: Botrytis cinerea AtGenExpress initiative
Biotic stress: Elicitors AtGenExpress initiative
Biotic stress: Erysiphe orontii AtGenExpress initiative
Biotic stress: Hyaloperonospora

arabidopsidis
Wang et al. (2011)

Biotic stress: Myzus persicaere Couldridge et al. (2007)
Biotic stress: Phytophthora infestans AtGenExpress initiative
Biotic stress: Pseudomonas syringae AtGenExpress initiative
Chemical Goda et al. (2008)
Guard cell: meristemoids Pillitteri et al. (2011)
Guard cell: mutant and wild-type

guard cell ABA response
Pandey et al. (2010)

Guard cell: suspension cell ABA
response with ROS scavenger

Böhmer and Schroeder
(2011)

Tissue specific: embryo development Casson et al. (2005)
Tissue specific: guard and mesophyll

cells
Yang et al. (2008)

Tissue specific: microgametogenesis Honys and Twell (2004)
Tissue specific: pollen germination Qin et al. (2009)
Tissue specific: root Birnbaum et al. (2003); Nawy

et al. (2005)
Tissue specific: shoot apical meristem Yadav et al. (2009)
Tissue specific: stem epidermis Suh et al. (2005)
Tissue specific: stigma and ovaries Swanson et al. (2005)
Tissue specific: trichomes Gilding and Marks (2010);

Marks et al. (2009)
Tissue specific: xylem and cork NASCArrays experiment #92
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It is also possible to hide either experimentally determined or
predicted PPIs and PDIs.

The module was built with JavaScript using Cytoscape.js
(http://js.cytoscape.org), an open-source library for biological
network analysis and visualization that is the successor to Cy-
toscape Web (Lopes et al., 2010). The PPI data come from a da-
tabase of 70,944 predicted Arabidopsis interacting proteins
generated by Geisler-Lee et al. (2007) and 36,306 confirmed in-
teraction proteins from the Biomolecular Interaction Network
Database (Bader et al., 2003), high-density Arabidopsis protein
microarrays (Popescu et al., 2007, 2009), Braun et al.’s Arabi-
dopsis Interactome (Arabopsis Interactome Mapping Consor-
tium, 2011), Wolf Frommer’s Membrane protein Interactome
Database MIND (Lalonde et al., 2010), and over 1190 other lit-
erature sources. The PDI data come from a database of
1784 confirmed interactions generated by Taylor-Teeples et al.
(2015) and DAP-seq data generated by the Ecker lab (O’Malley
et al., 2016), which the authors show to be quite similar to
ChIP-seq data in terms of quality, while encompassing a far
greater number of transcription factors (there are just ;200
Arabidopsis ChIP-seq experiments in GEO). All data are down-
loaded from a web service at the BAR. The interactions in BIND
and from other sources were identified using several different
methods, such as yeast two-hybrid screens, but also via tradi-
tional biochemical methods. Subcellular localization data is from
SUBA, the Arabidopsis Subcellular Database (Tanz et al., 2013).

Figure 8A shows a diagram of protein and DNA interaction
partners for At1g54330. This is a good example of howcombining
multiple levels of data into the same chart can improve systems
biology workflows and deepen our understanding of biological
functioning, especially in the area of gene regulatory networks.

Molecule Viewer

The Molecule Viewer maps information from four separate
databases onto a 3D model of the selected protein’s molecular
structure. The 3D model (structure models have been computed

for 23,091 Arabidopsis gene products as part of the ePlant effort)
comes from Phyre2 (Kelley et al., 2015) and data layers include (1)
complete protein sequences from Araport (Krishnakumar et al.,
2015); (2) nonsynonymous SNP locations in the underlying gene
sequence fromthe1001Proteomesproject (Joshi etal., 2011)with
a list of which ecotypes in which they are found; (3) Pfam domains
(Finn et al., 2014); and (4) CDD feature hits (Marchler-Bauer et al.,
2015). Drawing this information onto the 3D molecular structure
enables researchers to visualize exactly where in the physical
model of the protein such features exist. This makes it possible to
easily answer the question, “Is there a polymorphism causing
anonsynonymousaminoacidchangenear theDNAbindingsiteof
my favorite transcription factor that might affect its binding to
a cis-element?”, as shown in Figure 8B.
The PDB file is displayed with JSmol (Hanson et al., 2013). The

protein sequence is drawn on the bottom of the screen along with
pin markers that indicate the position and frequency of SNP
locations. A sliding window enables users to control which part
of the sequence they are looking at. Hovering the mouse over
the protein sequence highlights the associated location on the
3Dmodel, andhovering themouseover the 3Dmodel highlights
the associated location within the sequence. This enables
users to quickly identify which parts of the protein sequence are
exposed versus found in the interior parts of the model, just by
moving the mouse over the content. The location of a non-
synonymous SNP, Pfam domain, or CDD feature could have
a very large influence on the behavior of the molecule, and this
application of mouse-over indicators makes it very easy to find
them.

Sequence Viewer

In many ways, sequence browsers were the first ZUIs for bio-
informatics since they enable micro-to-macro level exploration of
data, providing detail and overview level information at the same
time. Theyalso facilitate comparisonofmultiple levelsof data from
a variety of sources (e.g., methylation, phosphorylation, SNPs,

Figure 7. The Subcellular Localization eFP Viewer.

(A) ABI3 is mostly localized in the nucleus.
(B) An inset of a high-resolution version of the same image.
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Figure 8. ePlant Interaction and Molecule Viewers.

(A) Protein and DNA Interaction Viewer showing interactions for At1g54330.
(B) Molecule Viewer showing the transcription factor ABI3’s Phyre2-predicted partial 3D structure with its DNA binding site highlighted in blue and two
nonsynonymouschanges (fromawebserviceprovidedby the1001Proteomessite)highlighted ingreen.Changesofhigher frequencyaredenotedby larger,
redder pins above the sequence below.
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conserved noncoding regions, etc.) by mapping each layer onto
the chart as a separate track.

This module (Figure 2H) uses an implementation of JBrowse
(Skinneret al., 2009) usingdataprovidedbywebservicesatAraport
(Krishnakumar et al., 2015). Due to the complexity of the program,
we did not apply the ePlant style guide to this tool so there is some
perceptual difference between this and the other ePlant modules.
To create more usable screen real estate, the gene panel that
occupies the left side of the screen can be slid out of the way by
clicking the triangular toggle button at the top of the naviga-
tion stack. The Sequence Viewer permits more than a dozen
nucleotide-resolution data types (RNA-seq data, conserved non-
coding regions, chromatin states, methylation data, noncoding
RNAs, and others) to be further explored within ePlant.

Links to External Tools

There are many more data visualization modules we would have
liked to includewith this versionof ePlant, but could not for various
reasons. The Links to External Tools module contains a list of
dynamic links to automatically open the ThaleMine at Araport,
TAIR, GeneMANIA, Expressologs, and SeedNet pages for the
currently selected gene. While this is not ideal from an integrative
tool perspective, it does save many clicks and reduces the in-
convenience of having to navigate between sites. This module is
easy to update and we plan to add more links in the near future.

Additional ePlant Features

Expression Angler

Researchers might not come to ePlant with a priori knowledge of
which genes they wish to explore. The Expression Angler tool, an
implementation of the tool described by Austin et al. (2016), helps
users identify and download Arabidopsis genes by their expres-
sion pattern instead of by name. It does this by calculating the
correlation coefficients for expression for all gene expression
vectors comparedwith anexpressionpattern that theuser defines
or to theexpressionpatternassociatedwithasingleAGI IDorgene
name that a user enters (Toufighi et al., 2005). For example, re-
searchers who are interested in exploring the mechanisms as-
sociatedwithseeddevelopmentmayuse theExpressionAngler to
search forgeneswithhigh transcript levels inearly stageseedsbut
not in any other tissue. Alternatively, they may use the Ex-
pression Angler to find the top 25 genes with similar expression
patterns as ABI3 (as depicted in Figure 5). The tool can be
accessed via the button under the gene input box in the upper
left corner of the screen.

Mutant Phenotype Gene Selector

This tool provides twoapproaches for helpingusers identify genes
associated with loss-of-function mutant phenotypes in Arabi-
dopsis: Search by Classification and Search by Data Table. It is
based on a literature curation effort by Lloyd and Meinke (2012)
that includes a database of 2400 Arabidopsis genes with a docu-
mented loss-of-function mutant phenotype as well as a proposed
schema for categorizing them. The search by classificationmethod

uses an interactive Reingold-Tilford tree selection method, im-
plemented with d3.js (https://d3js.org/). The search by data table
method was built with DataTables (https://datatables.net/).

Rapid Serial Visual Presentation

Identifying genes of interest from a large set of eFP images can be
a daunting task. To succeed, researchers must find subtle dif-
ferences between multiple nearly identical images. The RSVP
display technique has the potential to improve the experience as it
exploits our ability to recognize differences between imageswhen
they are displayed on a screen in a rapid and serial manner. The
technique is known to be an efficient way to find the presence or
absence of a specific item within a set of images (Spence, 2002),
akin to flipping through a book to find a specific picture.
The “Slide Show” RSVP feature, accessed near the top of the

gene panel, automatically advances the currently selected gene
every 250ms. Upon reaching the bottom of the list, it cycles back
to the top. The “Hover” RSVP feature enables users to hover their
mouse over the gene panel to adjust the currently selected gene.
Moving the mouse up and down over the list produces a “user-
controlled” RSVP effect. We have shown through controlled user
testing that both of these methods are more efficient than “point
andclick”when it comes toselectinggenesof interest fromasetof
eFP images (Waese et al., 2016).

DISCUSSION

ePlant permits researchers to easily seewhere andwhen agene is
“active,”how itsprotein product can fold into amolecularmachine
todowhat it needs todo,andwhether thereareanynatural genetic
variants of the gene thatmight allow it to do it better. It is an open-
source visual analytic platform that was designed to help plant
researchers seamlessly explore data from different biological
levels through a single window. It uses a ZUI that enables users to
quickly transition from natural variation at the kilometer scale,
through gene expression levels in tissues and cell types, sub-
cellular localization of gene products, protein-protein andprotein-
DNA interactors, to protein tertiary structure and gene sequences
at the nanometer scale.
Integrating data from different biological levels can allow novel

hypotheses to be generated. By combining data from several
biological levels of analysis into the same view, ePlant makes it
possible to easily examine protein-protein interactions and ask
whether these protein products are in the same compartment,
what the tertiary structure of a protein product might be, and
whether there are any polymorphisms that lie close to structurally
important features, like DNA binding sites. Adams et al. (2017)
have shown that structural clustering of variation can predict
functional sites in proteins. Our lab is interested in natural varia-
tion in ABA signaling, and an analysis of ABA-related bZIP tran-
scription factors (ABSCISIC ACID-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT
BINDING FACTORS1 through 4 and ABI5, collapsed to a con-
sensus sequence) shows that there are a few frequent variants
close to the DNA binding site (Supplemental Figure 1). The rep-
resentation of variant frequency across ecotypes by pin size in the
ePlant Molecule Viewer is also helping us prioritize on which
variants to focus our analysis. There are many nonsynonymous
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SNPs that occur in just one ecotype that we hypothesize to be of
less functional importance than those that are found in several
ecotypes. This sort of analysis was not possible with the pro-
totypic ePlant interface released several years ago (Fucile et al.,
2011). Not having to switch windows and contend with several
different user interfaces to explore an idea from multiple per-
spectives should liberate researchers and make it easier to stay
“on task” and make creative associations without distraction.

ePlant was developed with regard to best practices for user
experiencedesign anddata visualization, aswell aswith feedback
gathered from two rounds of user testing (seeMethods). We have
successfully deployed ePlant on the new international portal for
Arabidopsis information, Araport.org (Krishnakumar et al., 2015).
This is a large collaborative effort that demonstrates the power
of a federated web service-based approach in integrating and
visualizing data from multiple sources, as articulated by the
International Arabidopsis InformaticsConsortium (2012).Wehave
made the project open source, such that other groups may de-
velopmodules for ePlant as newdata types becomeavailable and
new linkages between different levels of data are discovered.

Wehave received funding fromGenomeCanada to leverage the
ePlant framework tocreate15ePlants for agronomically important
species including tomato, maize, wheat, and soybean. Here,
a novel “navigator” will be developed to readily permit the ex-
ploration of homologous sequences and their associated tran-
scriptomic,proteomics, structural, andotherdata.This framework
would be highly useful to improve crop species, and being able to
efficiently query and visualize the huge amount of data generated
in the past 5 years will be key to improving and managing these
crops to feed, shelter, and power a world of 9 billion people by the
year 2050. By adding multiple species to the framework (through
apipeline that isalsobeingdevelopedaspartof thisgrant), itwill be
possible to see if nonsynonymous changes map to the same
location inoneprotein’sstructure asdononsynonymouschanges
in another species for a homologous gene. If that is the case, then
the likelihood of that polymorphism being biologically relevant
would be high. Other powerful research-driven questions that
would be possible to ask with this interface include, “Which ho-
molog ofmygene of interest in the species I work on has the same
expression pattern in equivalent tissues as in the reference
species?” These kinds of questions are relevant for translational
biology, that is, for extending the information and knowledge
derived from a reference species into agronomically important
ones. In principle, the benefits of our systems approach extend to
any species with available genomic sequences.

METHODS

System Architecture

The system architecture (Figure 3A) can be divided into five categories:
(1) databases, (2) web services, (3) data processing functions; (4) ZUI
framework, and (5) data visualization modules. ePlant aggregates data
from numerous sources, most of which are stored in SQL databases on
servers hosted byAraport, TAIR, or our ownBAR (Toufighi et al., 2005). The
actual data are accessed via web services (typically served up by Perl or
Python CGI scripts) hosted on the same server as the databases. When
a user selects a gene to download, ePlant sends a batch of queries to each
of thewebservices associatedwith the variousdata visualizationmodules.
They return several file formats depending on the nature of the data: JSON

objects, XML files, and prerendered PNG images (in the case of the Gene
Cloud images; Krouk et al., 2015). Databases and web services (i.e.,
categories one and two in Figure 3A) are server side constructs and can be
considered “back-end” components of ePlant.

Often, data must be reformatted and processed before they can be
visualized. Hard coding the myriad number of data permutations (i.e.,
category three inFigure3A)directly into thevisualizationmoduleswouldbe
difficult to maintain if the data format changed or if new data sources
become available. Thus, although data processing functions are executed
locally on the clientmachine, they are separate elementswithin the system
architecture. These functions can be considered a “middle layer.”

On the “front-end,” ePlant maintains separate functions for ZUI man-
agement and data visualization (i.e., categories four and five in Figure 3A).
To maximize interface responsiveness, these functions are executed lo-
cally on the client machine. The ZUI framework is responsible for drawing
interface elements to the screen and triggering various functions in re-
sponse to user input. The data visualization modules consist of separate
programs that are initialized when data becomes available and then run in
thebackground,waiting for theZUI framework tomake their screen visible.

For thedatavisualizationmodules that arebasedonHTML5canvas, the
ZUI framework treats each module as a separate <div> and simply ani-
mates the scale and visibility of that element. For the other modules, the
zoom transitions are built into the views themselves. For example, the eFP
viewers use CSS transitions defined within their own function scopes, and
theMoleculeViewercalls theJSmol library to resize the3Dmoleculemodel.

ePlant was written to be easily expandable. Adding new data visuali-
zationmodules is a simplematter of adding thenecessary data loading and
visualization programs to the host directory, adding citation and data
source information, and adding an icon to the ZUI navigation panel. The
code is well documented and available as open source code onGitHub for
anyone to explore or fork and modify (see below).

User Testing

To ensure the relevance and usefulness of ePlant for its intended users, we
adoptedan “agile” approach to softwaredesign (Highsmith andCockburn,
2001), aprocess that includes frequent user testing, analysis of user needs,
prototyping, and refinement. As part of that process, we conducted two
rounds of user testing at the 2014 and 2015 International Conference on
Arabidopsis Research (ICAR). Attendees were invited to follow a user
testing protocol based on Nielsen’s guidelines for usability engineering
(Nielsen, 1993) and (Hudson, 2014) that consisted of three phases: free
exploration of the tool, completionof 10 sample tasks, andaGoogle Forms
questionnaire. The protocol was approved by the University of Toronto
Research Ethics Board (protocol no. 30490).

Participants were recorded with Screencast-O-Matic software as they
interacted with the tool. All mouse clicks and verbal comments were
recorded,andparticipantswereasked to “thinkout loud” sowecouldcollect
qualitative feedbackabout interactionsas theyhappened.Performance time
wasmeasured for typical tasks suchas: Inwhich tissue isABI3most strongly
expressed?Where is ABI3 localized in the cell? Can you name an interaction
partner for ABI3? In what part of the world does AT1G16850 show themost
natural variationof expression?What is theannotation forATAP3?Thesame
tasks were presented in the same order across both user testing sessions.
Tasks that couldnotbeansweredby themajority of participants in 20seconds
or less were flagged for additional development.

At the 2014 ICAR in Vancouver, 13 participants completed the study
(four professors, two post docs, five PhD candidates, and two industry
researchers). At the 2015 ICAR in Paris, 18 participants completed the
study (eight professors, onepostdoc, threePhDcandidates, three industry
researchers, and threeundeclared). Thismaynot seem like a large number,
but Nielsen and Landauer (1993) found that the typical user testing session
will identify 31% of all the usability problems in a design and that 85% of
a site’s problems can be found with as few as five participants.
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After using the tool for about 10 min, participants were asked to
complete a Google Forms questionnaire with a seven-point Likert scale
according to the following: (1) Please rate the quality of ePlant’s user in-
terface; (2) Please rate how useful ePlant is for Arabidopsis researchers; (3)
Howwould you describe the depth of information contained in ePlant?; (4)
Howwould youcompare ePlant against currentmethods for accessing the
same information?; (5) How likely are you to use ePlant in a research
project?; (6) Howwould you describe the depth of information contained in
ePlant?; (7) How likely are you to use ePlant again?; and (8) Please rate your
overall user experience of using ePlant.

Responses across both years were positive. In 2015, almost all par-
ticipants respondedwith themost positive response for “How likely are you
to use ePlant in a research project?” and “How likely are you to use ePlant
again?” These are essentially the same question, and the response sug-
gests that ePlant successfully delivers on the objective to build a research
platform that plant biologists want to use.

Quantitative data provide a snapshot of the efficacy of the tool; however,
the main value from user testing is found in the qualitative data that were
collected. Notes taken while coding the screencasts produced a total of
88 feature requests, bug reports, interface modifications, and other sug-
gestions on how to improve the final tool. These notes were entered into an
issue-tracking platform called Pivotal Tracker that allows tasks to be sorted
according todifficultyandassigned to individual programmers toworkon.At
this time, virtually all of the tasks have been addressed and/or implemented.

Implementation on Araport

ePlant was initially written as a standalone program for the Bio-Analytic Re-
source for Plant Biology (http://bar.utoronto.ca/). It has been deployed as
a science app onAraport, accessible fromAraport’s front page at Araport.org.
Using Araport’s Yeoman-based application scaffold (called aip-science-app),
ePlant front-end codewas ported and integrated into the Araport science app
framework. Twomultipoint pass-throughAraport Data AndMicroservices API
(ADAMA) adapters, “eplant_service” and “expression_angler_service,” were
developed to retrievedata fromtheBARwebservices.Theseadapters, hosted
on a public GitHub repository (https://github.com/BioAnalyticResource/
Araport_ePlant_ADAMA), were registered with Araport as community API
adapters.Araportusersmay tryout theseadaptersathttps://www.araport.org/
api-explorer after signing intoAraport or via thecommand lineusinganAraport
OAuth 2.0 access token (https://www.araport.org/docs/building-community-
apis-adama/getting-token). The JavaScript code of ePlant was modified to
load data using these ADAMA adapters. The modified code is hosted at this
public GitHub repository: https://github.com/BioAnalyticResource/Arapor-
t_ePlant. Users may run ePlant on their computers using Araport’s text en-
vironment built with Grunt and Node.js. Theymay also deploy the ePlant app
into their own Araport workspaces.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Figure 1. Analysis of nsSNPs near ABF1’s DNA
binding site performed using ePlant or across ABA-related bZIP
transcription factors using data from the 1001 Proteomes site.

Supplemental Table 1. A list of web services used by ePlant to
populate the data various data visualization modules.

Supplemental File 1. An example SVG file downloaded from the Plant
eFP Viewer for ABI3.
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